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About This Game

Where cultists crawl, where demons dwell, where the occult… occults? *ahem* That's where you’ll find Detective Francis
McQueen, the lead investigator of the criminally underfunded Darkside Division. When evil darkens the doorsteps of Twin

Lakes City – hell, even when it just loiters around shop fronts or hangs out in shady alleyways – he’s there, ready to investigate
the cases that nobody else will.
He is The Darkside Detective.

The Darkside Detective is a micro-adventure game with a distinct sense of humour. It’s available on PC, Mac & Linux and
consists of a series of humorous bite-size investigations into the occult and extraordinary. It features:

- 6 cases, each more spooky than the last
- **BONUS 7TH CASE ADDED TO THE GAME, CHRISTMAS 2017!**

- **BONUS 8TH CASE ADDED TO THE GAME (though it's a short short)**
- **BONUS 9TH CASE ADDED TO THE GAME, SEASON 1 FINALE!**

- Music from Ben Prunty, the audiomancer behind gems such as FTL and Gravity Ghost
- At least three jokes

- Cutting edge, high definition pixels
- One free curse-removal, up to and including mid-level witch hexes
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Title: The Darkside Detective
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Spooky Doorway
Publisher:
Spooky Doorway, Maple Whispering Limited
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Pentium 4

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Chipset 3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese
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It's talisman with all sorts of single play missions instead of the normal board.

For the price offered, you really can't go wrong, on sale or not. It is sort of fun walking around with 20+ craft and strength and
blowing away everything you come across while waiting for a specific card to show up. The Eagle King is a loot pinata at that
point, poor guy.

Snag it while it's on sale right now, you'll get a ton of value out of it!. I beat this in 3.2 hours, but it was fun, and I liked the
puzzles. The graphics are nice too. There's sword melee and bow and arrow combat. You also have forms of magic that I won't
spoil. It was worth the sale price, but I don't know about full price due to the length.. Devs have been on 'vacation' for a
looooong time now...
Will adjust review when (if) they get back.

Game is ok, but no updates are being released.
Stay away from this for now.
. Its an interesting enough game, but the writing is just choppy. That's not to say its bad, it has its good moments but it just
seems so rough around the edges especially character dialog and the way certain characters will talk like the have information
that you didn't tell them such as when you fight the monsters of the game but tell the person who found you afterwards that you
were just drunk, only for the to reference a creature that they have no way of knowing about. not to mention a stealth section
where its easier to just shoot almost everything and i mean almost EVERYTHING. The story is just meh too and this comes
from a guy that love lovecraft, they just didn't bring much to that table and i know it was what they were going for, but
intentionally generic is still generic. This is my most regreted buy on steam if only because i was hoping for more. Very fun
game and gets very challenging on certain levels. I only wish there were more levels!. This game is extremely fun! and has a cool
concept! i havent beaten it, or come close to beating it, but i love it allready! its a really awesome game for being 2 dollars, and
is extremely fun in general. i highly reccomend this, and i hope to see it get even better within the future!. I bought this for fun
and was not disappointed first time they invaded spain was mostly under one ruler boy did he get a surprise even though i had to
decide more carefuly my battles the ai just sent wave after wave against the aztecs and it was fun to see them being cannon
fodder while i was left unharmed, it ended only when someone convinced him that jesus was more cooler then his pagan gods i
have to say if bored with your usual play through then give this dlc a try you may be surprised to see what happens.
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First of all, Hit is still making his Donuts for Goku.

Seriously, though. This DLC seems rather.... lacking. Two characters, Frost & Cabba, it's cool, but where are Magetta and
Botamo? There's no new story elements, there's only three parallel quests which is rather disappointing. One of the cooler things
was being able to have Hit as your master, and learning some of his abilities.

Sadly for me, the cons outweigh the pro's. I hope the future DLC improves upon how many characters we get, since the
Universal Survival Arc is incoming, which would mean that we should get some of those characters too. I'd also like some more
story to be added with the DLC.

. Hard as hell. Options menu is a little hard to understand. Great music, adorable character! Some more backstory\/tutorial
would be nice.. Recently bought this game because it seems to have a different gameplay so far I have only play the tutorials but
I like what I see, it seems to have many features for the different modes and the gameplay is very clear and fun, I like that has
different monsters to attack the hunters and It's kind of cool that they put nice details for the Christmas season, I will update my
review after 10hours of playing or more.. It's okay and all, but what I don't like about racing games is input lag. This game is full
of it. You either barely turn or basically do a 180.
The mapping of the AI is horrible. They will purposefully go out of their way to crash into you and take both you and
themselves out of the game rather than just follow the track.
Also, the achievements are bugged and only take effect once you exit the game.
If you could pick this up for 50 cents or so, I'd say that you could enjoy it a little bit and there is quite a bit of content, however
the content is one of the same. The gameplay eventually just turns into a grindfest to get the best car and complete over 300
races. It just feels extremely dull and boring after a little bit.
Also, when you have more advertisements than options on your options menu, it doesn't look right.
It's not a good racing game, but it isn't incredibly bad, however the input lag ruins the fun for me.
2/10. Its a decent game. The campaign is also the tutorial. I spent almost a year playing it.

Pro
1_Get to build your own ship.
2_Ai System for the ships.
3_There's multiple player mode. 3v3\/ 2v2\/ 1v1.
4_Moderator are usually on
5_Regular updates.
6_Balance weapons.
7_Its Free.

Con
1_Theres essentially one game mode.
Which is one team vs another team in captureing points\/flags.

2_Matching making isnt balanced. It gets decided by the host.
For example if the host has a full 3 pros on their team, the host can let 3 new players in the opposite team.
Basically a slaughter fest.

3_Match Making is also very messy due to the multiple lobby that is generate but often stays on even when there isnt players in
them.

4_The last one is managble but when the theres too many ship in play during a 3v3 crashes often.

Heres some way they can fix the game.
1_Make sure each player finishes campaign before they can play multiplayer mode.
2_Revamp the match making system to 10 lobby max. So people always run into another player.
3_Add in another game mode.
4_Limit the amount of ship that can be build for 3v3 so you guys can managed the server stress level.

I rate this game 7\/10 at the momment. I know the dev can do better but i know its also just a project currently.. Having grown
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up playing Roll Cage Stage 2 I was very skeptical of a game that could be considered a remake. After toying with the idea of
buying the game for a day or two i decided to bite the bullet and pick up the game. I was stunned by how this game blew my
expectations out of the water. The game is phenomenal!!! There are a couple reasons

1. The physics are very well done (you don't feel like it is a struggle to play)
2. Game play visuals and effects are very clean and crisp
3. Even though the game features upside down and sideways driving it is not overwhelming
4. A longer campaign allows for multiple hours of continuous play time
5. Multi player works very well and can make for some crazy and fun times

Lastly this is ONE OF THE ONLY games that has its own discord for fans to share content and DIRECTLY work with the dev
team to fix bugs or glitches. NOW THAT IS A GAME COMPANY THAT CARES ABOUT IT'S PLAYERS!!!. mantep euy,
mereun aing mereun.. XD. Played as the Broncos for the 2015 season took them all the way to the grand final and this must be a
glitch but Ben Hunt keeps dropping the ball.... This game is just an awesome package of nostalgia!
If you have ever watched a Bud & Terence movie in your live and enjoyed it, do yourself a favor and GET THIS GAME ;)

'Was is' nu mit die Kohlen?!?' :). The first play through had my friend and I screaming like little girls. After we figured out what
to do, it was very fun. Can't wait for future updates!
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